Resident bacteria in breast cancer tissue: pathogenic agents or harmless commensals?
Breast cancer is the second most common cancer in women. Recent evidence identifies a unique microbiome in breast tissue; a site previously thought to be sterile. The identification that this microbiome varies considerably from healthy subjects to cancer patients has prompted investigations into the role of specific bacterial species in oncogenesis. Indeed, certain bacteria have been shown to aid cancer development in vitro by promoting genomic instability, invasion, and chemotherapy resistance. However, the in vivo role of the breast microbiome in cancer appears to be more complex, involving numerous interactions between its constituent species and host cells. As such, reduced abundances of species which exert a protective effect against oncogenesis have come into focus and there is an emerging consensus that states of microbial dysbiosis, in which the normal balance of bacterial species is altered, can contribute to the development of cancer. This review summarizes the findings to date from the available literature pertaining to the microbiome in breast cancer and outlines areas worthy of further investigation.